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This work presents the loading of zeolite with nano iron oxide, the samples has been prepared by a 

simple chemical route. The structural, morphological and magnetic properties of the products were 

determined by X-ray diffractometer (XRD),Transmission electron microscope ( TEM) and vibrating 

sample magnetometer (VSM). The average crystallite sizes obtained from (TEM) of the doped 

nanomaterials were 4-6 nm. VSM results showed that, zeolite acquire magnetic properties after doping 

with Nano iron oxide. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of nanotechnology has shown a high impact on society and environment, 

nanomaterials showed differences in shape, size, activity, conductivity, and many other properties than 

bulk materials [1] . It has become a part of high changes in different applications such as energy [ 2,3], 

sensors [4], medicine [5], construction [6], Bio-applications [7], Food [8] and water treatments [9]. In 

recent years, different synthetic routes have followed to prepare nanomaterials such as chemical 

methods, microwave and laser ablation method [10].  Scientists show high interest for magnetic 

nanomaterials due to its potential applications, also bulk materials could show a high super magnetic 

or magnetic resistance, when prepared in nanoscale [11]. 

Zeolite with its well defined structure and microporous cavities work as a good candidate for 

nanoparticles support and hosting [11-13]. The interaction of nanoparticles in both form of metal and 

metal oxide with zeolite has opened a new window of applications such as sensors, electronics and 

magnetic applications [11 ]. It was reported that zeolite exhibit magnetic property by its loading with 

CO [11]. 

In this study, we report the synthesis of zeolite doped magnetite nanoparticles as well as the 

magnetic properties of the prepared samples, which has been prepared by chemical route. 

 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Zeolite Preparation 

In a typical synthesis procedure, An exact amount of NaOH solution was added to Pyramid 

sodium silicate (Crossfield chemicals.) under stirring at room temperature, then a mixture solutions of 

NaAlO2 and TPAOH were added individually with vigorous stirring. The reaction kept under stirring 

for at least 2 hours and then transferred into a 250 ml Teflon-lined steel autoclave. Reaction kept at 170 

°C under pressure for 24 h. The product was filtered, rinsed with deionized water, dried, and calcined 

at 540 °C for 8 hours to remove the template.  

 

2.2. Zeolite loading of magnetite nanoparticles 

A certain amount of Iron chloride equal to obtain final loading of 1% and 2 % Fe3O4 was added 

to distilled water, and stirred for 30 min, 2 g of calcined zeolite was flooded in the above solution after 

heat treatment at 150 °C under vacuum over night.  

The total mixture was left at 80 °C under vigorous stirring for 6 hours under reflux. Mixture 

was then transferred to rotary evaporator and waster was completely evaporated. The obtained 

composite will then be dried at 70 °C for 8 hours in air. 
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2.3 Physical characterization of the nanocomposites 

The particle size and the morphology of the prepared catalysts were characterized by High 

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) (Philips). The measuring mode of the sample in TEM 

instrument depends on its suspension in water followed by ultrasonication for 600 s in ultra 8050-H 

Clifton. It was then applied in the TEM instrument on 100 mesh copper grade coated with carbon. 

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded with a PANalytical: X'Pert PRO  

diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation source for the investigation of crystalline structure and phase. 

Magnetic properties were determined using Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM)-LAKESHORE. 

 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Physicochemical characterization of nanocomposite 

Fig. 1 shows the low-angle XRD patterns corresponding to the prepared magnetite and formed 

nanocomposite. Fig.1A shows, the sum of reflection intensities at 2θ of 30°, 35.5°, 43.0°, 57.0° and 

63.0° corresponding to (2 2 0), (3 1 1), (4 0 0), (5 1 1) and (4 4 0) planes of cubic crystal system as 

shown in fig (1.A) for prepared magnetite indicate the formation of cubic crystal iron oxide Fe3O4, 

which confirmed by standard data for magnetite ( ref: 04-007-1060). Also Fig. 1B showed the 

formation of the cubic aluminum zeolite [Al]-ZSM-5. The intensities of the peaks sample are relatively 

high as indication of high crystallinity.  The formed zeolite is a mixture of sodium aluminum silicate 

and sodium aluminum oxide silicates, which is confirmed by standard data for zeolite ( ref’s: 00-045-

0437 & 01-076-0591). Also it has been observed that the intensity of magnetite peaks has decreased, 

during its presence in the nanocomposite as an indication of incorporation within pores of zeolite. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. XRD patterns of (A) magnetite and (B) Magnetite/Zeolite. 

A 

B 
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The preparation method followed in this work produced a uniformly dispersion of small 

particles around 4-6 nm of magnetite nanoparticles on zeolite as shown in TEM images in ( Figure 2) 

The formation of small nanoparticles may help the incorporation of magnetite nanoparticles within 

zeolite framework as also indicated by XRD measurements. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  TEM micrographs nanocomposite formed by zeolite doped nanomagnetite 

 

3.2. Magnetic characterization of Nanocomposite 

vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) will help to understand the magnetic properties of the 

prepared samples. The hysteresis loop traced at room temperature for the magnetite nanoparticles and 
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nanomagnetic composite are shown in figures 3, 4, where the magnetization hysteresis loops appeared 

S-like.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. M–H hysteresiscurves for Nnaomagnetites 

 

 
 

Figure 4. M–H hysteresiscurves for Nnao magnetic composite 
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From figure 3, it explains the soft magnetic nature of formed magnetite, it is observed that the 

magnetization is completely saturated at value of 30 emu/g for pure magnetite, while in case of nano 

magnetic composite, the magnetization is not completely saturated .  

Table 1 summarizes the values of Coercivity (Hci), Magnetization (Ms) and Retentivity (Mr) 

for pure nanomagnetite and nanomagnetic composite materials, which obtained from VSM. The sharp 

decrease in Ms value for the nanomagnetic composite maybe due to the incorporation of the 

nanomagnetite within the framework of zeolite structure, walls of zeolite act as a shield for magnetic 

power of nano Fe3O4. Another explanation of low saturation magnetization is may be due to well 

dispersion of nanoparticles in zeolite matrices, which lead to mot easy formation of magnetic domain 

[14]. 

 

Table 1. VSM measurements values for nanomagnetite and nano magnetic composite 

 

 Magnetite only 

 

1% Magnetite/ 

Zeolite  

 

2% Magnetite/ 

Zeolite  

 

Coercivity (Hci) 267.52 G 592.09 G 516.56 G 

Magnetization (Ms) 30.395 emu/g 

 

0.85358 emu/g 

 

0.92529 emu/g 

 

Retentivity (Mr) 6.0871 emu/g 0.18880 emu/g 0.18535 emu/g 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

Nanocomposite of zeolite and nanomagnetite has been prepared by a simple chemical route, the 

prepared nanomagnetite has a uniform particle size of 4- 6 nm, the X-ray diffractometer proved that 

the formed magnetite is a cubic Fe3O4. It showed also the possible incorporation of formed magnetite 

within the frame work of zeolite, VSM study showed a sharp decrease in magnetic power that has been 

observed upon the loading of magnetic nanoparticles on zeolite. 
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